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Key..Q: Gaussian Elimination In Python How would

I use Gaussian elimination on a matrix A in
Python? A = (0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0)

So that it produces the following: A' =
(1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0) The above is
the 3 by 6 matrix with an original 0 on row 0, then

there is the (1,0,0,0,1) and so on... I think it is
done with the np.diag() function? A: As I

understand it, you want to apply Gaussian
elimination over a square matrix, not a diagonal
matrix. Given that, I think the following will do
what you want. The 0's and 1's indicate places
you would like to apply a row/column/diagonal

operation. import numpy as np def
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GaussianElimination(A): nrows, ncols = A.shape Y,
_, _ = np.linalg.lstsq(A.reshape(-1),

np.zeros(A.shape)) Z = np.diag(Y) Y, _, _ =
np.linalg.lstsq(Z.T.reshape(-1), A.reshape(-1))

return np.hstack((Y,Z)) A = np.array([[0,1,1,0,1,0,
1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0],[0,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1

,0,0,1],[0,0,0,1,0,1,0
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